This is a brief history of physical analogies that begins at the time of Coulomb. Then it was universally believed that gravity, electricity and magnetism all obeyed Newton's inverse square law. The current era-dominated by quantum mechanics, general relativity, strings and inflationary cosmology-is clearly more complex. A new analogy may be helpful. Evidence is given that, in the non-relativistic limit, electricity is described by a Proca potential φ e satisfying the equation ∇ 2 φ e − k 0 2 φ e = −ρ e / 0 and gravity by a Helmholtz potential φ m satisfying ∇ 2 φ m + k 0 2 φ m = 4πGρ m . In both equations k 0 is a proposed universal constant, whose value is about 2π(20/R 0 ), where R 0 is the distance from the solar system to the centre of the Milky Way. Relativistic treatments are also given.
Introduction
1800 was the best year for physical analogies. Electricity, gravity and magnetism all obeyed the inverse square law suggested by the diminishing intensity of candle light as one moves away from the candle. True, this 'scale-invariant' universe was compromised by two finite speeds, that of sound and that of light. But people could hope that further study of air and of the more ethereal medium could provide an explanation for these odd velocities.
This halcyon picture has been all but obliterated by the last 200 years of progress. Magnetic poles have been replaced by electric currents, the speed of light has become fundamental, so much so that it is often called simply 'one' by theorists and practitioners alike. A new constant, introduced to explain the details of blackbody radiation, has also become so essential that it too is often simply one.
I believe that analogies-particularly between electricity and gravity-will have a new relevance. My bias will become evident towards the end of this article. Meanwhile, let us look at the evolution of the separate studies of electricity and magnetism to form classical electromagnetism. This synthesis was dominated by the quintessential framer of analogies, James Clerk Maxwell.
Union of electricity and magnetism
Although Cavendish and Robison had discovered the inverse square law of electricity earlier, Coulomb was the first to publish [1] . He used the newly developed torsion balance to study the force between charges, both in repulsion and attraction. Because of an instability, the latter experiment is the more difficult one. Let us follow Coulomb's contemporaries and analyse only the case where like charges are found to repel. Figure 1 shows his famed torsion balance, 'whose diagram must be produced more often than any other diagram' [2] . Coulomb described his data, 'First trial: having electrified the two balls by means of the pin head while the index of the micrometer points to o, the ball a of the needle is separated from the ball t by 36˚.
Second trial: by twisting the suspension wire through 126˚as shown by the pointer 'o' of the micrometer, the two balls approach each other and stand 18˚apart.
Third trial: by twisting the suspension wire through 567˚the two balls approach a distance of 8.5˚.' [3] In these trials, Coulomb balances the force of repulsion between the charged pith balls by the torsion in the silver suspension wire. Coulomb's own analysis shows that the first two trials are perfectly consistent with an inverse square law. The expected distance in the third trial was 9˚, only half a degree different from the measured distance. Case closed? Maybe not.
Early 19th century scientists could not replicate Coulomb's measurement. Volta and Oersted both were dubious, but confined their doubts to letters and notes. The Berlin physicist, Paul Ludwig Simon complained about Coulomb's 'all too unsteady twisting machine' and used instead a gravity balance to show that the force law was 1/r, not 1/r 2 [4] . Later William Snow Harris found 'the law of force, which at first was 1/d 2 became at a certain point irregular, until at last repulsion vanished altogether, and was superseded by attraction' [5] .
Recently Heering [6] has replicated Coulomb's torsion balance. He could not, however, duplicate Coulomb's results, finding instead exponents of r between −1 and −3. This variability was evidently caused by the charge on the experimenter himself. The expected results were found only when the replicated apparatus was surrounded by a Faraday cage (figure 2). In summarizing the reason why Coulomb's results, but not his experiment, were so readily accepted, Heering writes, 'The decision between the possible relations between force and distance was not made by striking and valid empirical data but by confirmation of the analogy between electrical and mechanical concepts'. Though Coulomb's electrical measurements are suspect, his magnetic measurements are not. Here, his work shows the finest experimental physics [7] . Long magnetized steel rods had recently supplanted natural lodestone as the magnetic detector of choice. In his famed fourth experiment, Coulomb suspended a horizontal short magnetized needle from a very short fibre near the pole of a vertical long wire. It is hard to add or subtract anything from Coulomb's description [8] .
(An exception is the metric equivalents of the royal French measures. These were inserted by the publishers of Coulomb's memoirs in the 19th century.) The first part of this proposition does not need to be proved; let us pass to the second.
We have seen that the magnetic fluid in our steel wire 25 inches (67,68) long was concentrated at its ends in a length of 2 or 3 inches; that the centre of action of each half of this needle was about 10 lines (2,25) from its ends; therefore, by setting up some inches away from our steel wire a very short needle, in which, as we shall see in the sequel, the magnetic fluid may be concentrated in 1 or 2 lines at its ends, we may calculate the mutual action of the wire on the needle and of the needle on the wire by supposing the magnetic fluid in the wire concentrated at a point 10 lines from the end and in a needle an inch long at a point 1 or 2 lines from its end. These reflections have directed us in the experiment which follows:
Fourth experiment
We suspended a steel wire weighing 70 grains (3, 72) and an inch in length, magnetized by the method of double touch, by a silk thread 3 lines long made of a single fiber taken from a cocoon; we allowed it to come to rest in the magnetic meridian, we then placed vertically in the meridian at different distances a steel wire 25 inches long, in such a way that its end was always ten lines below the level of the suspended needle; in each trial we changed the distance and by oscillating the suspended needle we counted the number of oscillations which it made in the same number of seconds. The following is the result of these experiments:
Trial 1-The free needle oscillating because of the action of the earth makes . . . 15 oscillations in 60 . The reader may readily verify that Coulomb's first three measurements support the inverse square law nearly exactly. His last frequency is a little low, but then Coulomb notes that here the separation is not negligible compared to the length of the magnetized rod. The experiment clearly anticipates the modern trend in metrology: reduce everything to a measurement of frequency.
From Coulomb's perspective, his experimental investigation of magnetism was as well motivated as the investigation of electricity. Newton offered no explanation for his gravitational law, why should Coulomb explain either the electric or magnetic force laws? Of course, magnets had the slight inconvenience of always coming with both north and south poles. The elucidation of this inconvenience was a central task of 19th century physics.
In 1820 Oersted discovered that the orientation of a compass needle was changed by an electric current passing over the needle. This discovery had a dramatic effect on contemporary scientists. Arago announced the work at the French Academy on 11 September. Just a week later Ampère described the effect of two parallel currents on each other. Within two months, Biot and Savart had determined how currents act on magnetic poles. Ampère continued his investigations and in 1825 published a memoir which dominated the field until the time of Maxwell [9] .
We shall be particularly concerned with Ampère's equation for the force between two current elements i ds and i ds separated by a distance r,
For its day, this formula was a triumph of mathematical physics. It retains Newtonian features: a radially directed force between current elements that varies inversely as the square of the distance between them. Yet it accommodates the observation that the force of the entire circuit on a circuit element acts at right angles to the direction of the element [10] . The constant is dependent on the units used. In Ampère's original electrodynamic units it is −1; in the electromagnetic system of units it is − 1 2 ; in SI it is −µ 0 /(8π); in the electrostatic system it is −1/(2c 2 ). We will use electrostatic units here because this system emphasizes analogies between electricity and gravity.
One such analogy survived the upheaval of 19th century electromagnetism and led Levy to use the classical theory of 'action at a distance' to account for a gravitational effect, the precession of the perihelion of Mercury. The story spans almost a century and is told in Whittaker's classic monograph, 'A History of the Theories of Aether and Electricity'. My account largely follows Whittaker's.
The question of the atomic nature of conduction currents was alive throughout the 19th century. Thus in 1846 Weber could freely advance the most symmetric form possible, a dual fluid model. Here a conduction current consists of equal amounts of vitreous and resinous electricity moving with equal but opposite drift velocities, so that i = 2λu. Weber joined his model with the scalar form of Ampère's law,
to arrive at the first modification of Coulomb's law to allow for moving charges. These, following Whittaker, we call simply e, thus anticipating the discovery of the electron:
Here the force F is directed along r, the vector joining e and e ,ṙ is the speed with which the charges separate andr is the rate at which this speed changes with time.
In 1872 Tisserand [11] applied Weber's generalization of Coulomb's law to the motion of planets around the Sun, obtaining
where G is Newton's gravitational constant, M is the mass of the Sun, m is the mass of the planet and h is the velocity of propagation of gravitation. Taking h to be the velocity of light c, Tisserand predicted a precession for the perihelion of Mercury of 14 per century, comparable to, but not exactly equal to, the then observed value of 38 . Explaining the precession was so important that others persevered. Weber's generalization of Coulomb's law was not the only one. Bernhard Riemann announced a different generalization during lectures delivered in Göttingen in 1861, but published after his death [12] . He used the difference between the velocities of the two 'electrons' rather than just the component of this difference along the radius vector. Maurice Levy [13] found that a judicious combination of Riemann's and Weber's electrodynamic theories could account for the entire precession.
Levy's synthesis was ad hoc. It also rested on Weber's electrodynamics, which in turn required that the current in a conducting wire be made of equal parts of vitreous and resinous electricity. Scientific interest in Levy's work faded when J J Thomson discovered the free electron and suggested that it might be the carrier of resinous electricity in a wire, leaving the vitreous component more or less fixed [14] .
The reader may be surprised that interest in an analogy between 'Amperian' electrodynamics and relativistic gravity survived Maxwell. But Maxwell's theory also rests on an assumption: that the hypothesized displacement current j D = ∂D/∂t is real even if ethereal. The displacement current became real only after Hertz discovered that conduction currents could produce radio waves [15] .
Recently, C W F Everitt [16] has noted how analogies guided Maxwell's own work,
The use Maxwell saw in the method of analogy was twofold. It cross-fertilized technique between different fields, and it served as a golden mean between analytic abstraction and the method of hypothesis. The essence of analogy (in contrast with identity) being partial resemblance, its limits must be recognized as clearly as its existence; yet analogies may help in guarding against too facile commitment to a hypothesis. The analogy of an electric current to two phenomena as different as conduction of heat and the motion of a fluid should, Maxwell later observed, prevent physicists from hastily assuming that 'electricity is either a substance like water or a state of agitation like heat'. The analogy is geometrical: 'a similarity between relations, not a similarity between the things related'. Evidently Maxwell's competition erred in looking too closely at analogies between 'things' like charge and mass.
Quantum era
In 1900 Max Planck discovered his quantum of action h. In 1905 Albert Einstein developed special relativity based upon the postulate of the invariance of the speed of light c. The studies of electromagnetism and gravitation adjusted completely differently to these discoveries.
Maxwell's equations and the Lorentz force law were readily included in relativity. By the middle of the century Feynman, Dyson, Schwinger and Tomonaga created an enduring relativistic theory of quantum electrodynamics. It has lasted until now. (At present the expected gyromagnetic ratio for the muon differs by a few standard deviations from the expected one. The resolution of this problem is expected to tell us more about particle physics than electrodynamics [17] .) Gravitation has not fared so well. The struggles Einstein had with both sides of his equation have been well documented [18] . There were early successes: the explanation for the precession of the perihelion of Mercury and the prediction for the bending of starlight by the Sun. This bending was dramatically confirmed during a solar eclipse in late 1918 by a group led by Eddington. Subsequent work has shown that the accuracy of this confirmation was only 30%, just barely enough to distinguish Einstein's prediction from that of Newtonian mechanics [19] . Nonetheless, the publicity surrounding Eddington's expedition made Einstein famous.
A year earlier Einstein had introduced his cosmological constant 0 to accommodate the current view that the stars in the universe are in a steady state with low relative velocities [20] . In the decade that followed, Hubble found that what first appeared as mysterious and fuzzy nebulae were, in fact, retreating galaxies having a redshift λ that increased linearly with the distance to the galaxy d [21] . Now there were two constants for astronomers to determine: Hubble's constant [22] urged astronomers to forget about 0 and concentrate instead on whether the universe is flat, i.e. on whether the average density of the universe, ρ, equals the critical density, ρ c , where
and G is Newton's gravitational constant.
Cosmologists have known since the 1960s that there is insufficient baryonic matter ρ b to make the universe flat [23] . Nonetheless particle physicists have happily supplied hypothetical candidates for dark matter and the flat Einsteinde Sitter universe survived through 1997 as the paradigm for the evolution of the universe, at least after an inflationary period which occurred soon after the big bang.
Early in 1998 two groups [24] discovered that distant type 1A supernovae appear dimmer than they should. Both groups interpreted their discovery as indicating that the universe is accelerating, rather than decelerating as expected in the flat Einstein-de Sitter universe.
The currently preferred explanation for this discovery is to bring back the cosmological constant, only now using it in a metric that causes acceleration. Additionally, simulations show that hypothesized dark matter is moving slowly with respect to its local environment. This is the CDM model. The model can reproduce the observed features of the universe down to the scale of clusters of galaxies. Unfortunately, the CDM model predicts that individual galaxies should have far more satellite galaxies than are observed [25] . There is also a 'Why Now Problem', Why should the value of 0 be such that the universe ceases decelerating and begins accelerating just about the time humans appear as observers? Until these questions are answered, general relativists will pursue alternative explanations based on additions and modifications to Einstein's general relativity.
Among these new theories are ones that allow the mass of the graviton to be finite [26] . These theories are inherently complicated. To understand why, we return to the early 1970s, a period that was the worst period for analogies between gravity and electromagnetism. In 1971 Goldhaber and Nieto published their definitive review showing how a massive photon could be included into relativistic electrodynamics [27] . Just a year earlier Van Dam and Veltman [28] had proved that a graviton of spin 2 cannot have a mass. (If the graviton did have a mass, even one so tiny that its Compton wavelength were the radius of the universe, the precession of the perihelion of Mercury would be only two-thirds of that observed.) The finality of this verdict was only mitigated slightly by two contemporary papers. In a second paper, Goldhaber and Nieto argued that Van Dam and Veltman's argument applies only to linear theories [29] . Boulware and Deser [30] made a more philosophical observation,
In the absence of experimental evidence to the contrary, it is simplest and most economical to ascribe the known long-range forces (electromagnetism and gravitation) to the exchange of strictly massless quanta corresponding to an infinite-range interaction. One is then tempted to elevate the properties peculiar to massless vector and tensor fields, gauge and coordinate invariance together with the absence of lower helicity excitations to the status of fundamental principles. There is, however, an equally basic principle, physical continuity, which demands that a theory be 'stable' in its predictions, i.e. no more isolated from nearby models than our finite observations warrant. In particular, a good theory of long-range forces should have a smooth limit as the range tends to infinity, and this limit should agree with the strictly infinite-range model.
The 'absence of experimental evidence' lasted only till the 1980s. Early in 1986 Fischbach et al [31] reanalysed a test of the equivalence principle which Eötvös and collaborators had published in 1922 [32] . They concluded that Eötvös's work did not confirm the equivalence principle; rather, objects of high atomic mass accelerated more slowly than those of lower atomic masses. In a vacuum the feather will beat the guinea. They also noted that measurements of the variation of g with depth down mines in Australia had consistently provided Stacey and Tuck with values of G that were higher than the laboratory values [33] . These circumstances led Fischbach et al to propose a new composition-dependent force of geophysical range coupled to baryon number or to hypercharge. This 'fifth' force was explicitly in addition to Newtonian gravity, not in modification of it, as would be provided by a massive graviton. The observed compositionindependent effects appear in the addition of a Yukawa term e −r/λ to the observed gravitational interaction,
The fifth force was a tonic to experimental gravitation. A number of experiments favoured the new force. An equal number were opposed. In the end the conservatives won [34] . Fischbach and Talmadge summarized the six-year period of intense activity in a review article [35] . The latest summary shows that, in their search for the fifth force, investigators have removed about 30 square decades from the region of allowed strength α and range λ (see figure 3) .
During this period Stefan Lögl and I checked already published work for evidence of an electrical analogue to the 
Although Goldhaber and Nieto had mentioned the possibility of a two-component photon, our work was really motivated by a sense of experimental tidiness. If the 'real' fifth force was getting so much attention, one should at least look at its twin [36] . Our limit on β(λ) is similar to those in the preceding figure with one exception. We could consider ranges λ that are smaller than a millimetre (see figure 4) . For gravitational work, a millimetre is really small. The gravitational force between sub-millimetre sized test masses tends to be swamped by unwanted electric, magnetic, or even Casimir forces. Fortunately the dominant force, even at atomic scales, is electrical, so we were sensitive to λ > 10 −10 m. Our work was semi-classical. Subsequently Kloor et al [37] made a more complete and quantum mechanically rigorous study which improved our limits at very short scales (λ < 10 −11 m). A few years later, Su Yue, then a graduate student with the EOTWASH group at the University of Washington, and I showed that the Yukawa potential had an unappreciated twin, the sinusoidal potential [38] . This was an unusual collaboration. The EOTWASH group was measuring the composition-dependent part of the fifth force which has the same putative range λ as the composition-independent part. They had trouble estimating their sources that were tens of kilometres distant. It is almost impossible to determine the density of rock directly at many points 20 km below the surface near Seattle. I proposed an indirect solution: use the measured gravitation anomalies at the surface to infer the location of subterranean sources of unusual density. This technique is frequently used by geophysicists to help solve the 'inverse' problem when prospecting for oil or water. Su Yue quickly realized that the technique was completely inadequate for us. Although the Newtonian potential and the Yukawa potential separately satisfy a uniqueness theorem, their combination does not. Together we proved that only three potentials allow for uniqueness using Dirichlet conditions. These are the Newtonian (1/r), the Yukawa (A e −kr /r + B e +kr /r) and the sinusoidal,
For the last decade I have been investigating whether the sinusoidal potential is present in nature. My proposal was outlined at DPF 2000, a meeting of particle physicists in Columbus, Ohio [39] . There I suggested that the cosine term, with A = GM and λ 0 = 2π/k = 1400 light-years, is a replacement for Newtonian gravity. The sine term was shown to substitute for CP violation as a source of the decay of the long-lived kaon into two pions. At the time I felt that the coefficient B = ±iGMξ distinguished matter from antimatter in the strange kaon. To do so required making the ugly dilution factor ξ ≈ 10 −9 . The subsequent observation that, very rarely, stars may contain substantial strange matter [40] should make it possible to eliminate the dilution factor entirely by considering B to be a coupling solely between hypercharge and hypercharge.
λ 0 is 1 20 of the distance from the Sun to the centre of the Milky Way. This particular distance is suggested by the otherwise unexplained structure in the global distribution of both atomic hydrogen and CO, a stand-in for molecular hydrogen, in the Milky Way [41] . Recently astronomers with the Sloan Digital Sky Survey have found clear structure in the tidal tails of the globular clusters Pal 5 [42] . This arc gives evidence for the previously found λ 0 over ten wavelengths [43] .
The structure reflects a global galactic tidal force which, at the location of the solar system, is about 2πR 0 /λ 0 = 120 times as great as expected (see figure 5) . This large tidal force can tease comets out of the distant Oort cloud, removing sufficient angular momentum that the comet's perihelion is reduced from well outside the orbit of Jupiter to inside in a single pass. Evidence for a surprisingly large force was provided by Matese and Whitmire [44] . They were looking for the tidal effects in the galactic z-direction from the disc. But they found a strong tidal effect in the galactic r-direction. (Subsequently, they suggested that an, as yet unseen, impactor could account for part of their observation.) Recently, I have extended their study and have found evidence that the radial galactic tidal force influences objects as close as the Kuiper Belt [45] .
The sinusoidal potential provides large tidal forces but weak binding in an amorphous hot structure such as the Coma cluster of galaxies. Indeed Zwicky invented dark matter specifically to bind this cluser [46] . The Coma cluster is a challenge since one of the goals of my proposal is to alleviate the need for dark matter. Here a massive photon helps. Suppose the photon has a Compton wavelength which is within a factor two of λ 0 . It turns out that such a photon is just massive enough to bind the Coma cluster by the mechanism that was originally proposed by Chibisov to set a limit on the photon mass [47] .
The abstract in which I introduced λ 0 as a critical length for both electricity and gravity ended weakly, 'This naive proposal is incompatible with both general relativity and gauge invariance' [48] . A useful analogy suggests a remedy.
That a massive photon causes electrodynamics to lose all gauge invariance is well known [49] . The Coulomb gauge is inadmissible. To conserve current, one must use the Lorentz gauge, ∇ · A + ∂φ/∂t = ∂ α A α = 0. (Here we use units where c = 1.) Additionally one adds a mass term, which in our units is ∝ k 2 0 A α , to the usual equation for the 4-potential A α ,
which now becomes
Evidently the massive photon is incorporated into the massless theory by considering the source for the wave equation to be not the real current, but the augmented current
Similarly in weak gravity, where all raising and lowering operations are done with the Minkowski metric η µν rather than the real metric g µν , we introduce an augmented stress energy tensor T µν . T µν is the sum of the usual, matter-only, T µν and a potential term proportional to h µν .
where α is a numerical constant to be determined later.
T µν replaces T µν as the source term on the right-hand side of Einstein's field equations. We will use the linear Bianchi identities to show that for T µ ν to be conserved, h µ ν must satisfy the standard coordinate conditions. Our treatment will parallel Weinberg's text [50] . As usual, define an auxiliary matter stress tensor by
or in mixed form
But now replace T µ ν with T µ ν as the source term in the equation for the first-order Ricci tensor. Thus,
But the left-hand side of Einstein's equations have not been altered. Thus, the linear Bianchi identities still apply,
If k 0 2 = 0, T µν is conserved if and only if the second term in the last line of equation (15) is zero, i.e.
But these are just the four harmonic coordinate conditions. They ensure that we are working in the harmonic gauge [51] . This gauge is sometimes called the DeDonder gauge in honour of its discoverer [52], or the Lorentz gauge because of the similarity of the coordinate conditions to the Lorentz gauge condition in electrodynamics. Harmonic coordinates are used in weak-field general relativity because of their convenience. They reduce a complicated expression for R (1) µν to a simple d'Alembertian. Here they are used for necessity. Thus
where
Taking the non-relativistic limit, 2 → ∇ 2 , gives the customary relation in harmonic coordinates, h 00 = h 11 = h 22 = h 33 = −2φ(r). Then from the Helmholtz equation, we find that α = (32πG) −1 . Now consider how to go from weak gravity to strong. The left-hand side of Einstein's equation is indeed made of granite, as Einstein is reputed to have said, but neither he nor Hilbert knew this in late 1915 while devising the final formulation of general relativity. It was not until 1917 that Levi-Civita [53] applied the contracted Bianchi identities to strong gravity. Because of these identities, one can start with any metric g µν and get a G µν that is conserved. To do anything one must make some hypothesis about the right-hand side. By restricting this side to the stress-energy tensor of matter alone, Einstein and Hilbert constructed a theory that is generally covariant, derivable from a simple action principle, and reduces to Newtonian theory in the non-relativistic limit. The present proposal does none of this. The reason why I am unconcerned about the action principle will become clear near the end of this article.
In the case of strong gravity, I ask the reader to consider the following as a working hypothesis,
where the mixed τ 
This metric yields a stress energy tensor τ
where φ = −(GM/r) cos(k 0 r) and here g = −dφ/dr. The resemblance to Maxwell's stress tensor is clear. Inclusion of a term proportional to the potential is reasonable since the sinusoidal potential is known absolutely. Ironically, Einstein had worked over many years trying to make sense of a similar, but not conserved, stress-energy tensor formed solely from the metric and the Christoffel symbols [53] , 
Although t σ ν is quadratic in the Christoffel symbols which Einstein identified with field quantities, g x and so on, t σ ν does not contain any terms with the potential. There was a good reason to avoid φ. In Newtonian theory φ is known only up to a constant.
In polar coordinates, the metric for a point mass can no longer be expressed in the Schwarzschild form. The isotropic form does, however, have a replacement, 
When k 0 r 1 and GM/r 1, we recover the EddingtonRobertson-Schiff metric [19] with the parameters β = γ = 1. Thus this metric gives the same equations of motion for the solar system as does general relativity.
The resulting mixed stress-energy tensor is diagonal
Faraday would have approved. This tensor recalls lines of force which are in tension along their lengths and in compression in the transverse dimensions. The two terms in τ 0 0 dominate at different distances: the fields dominate close to the origin, the potential as r → ∞. For the Sun, the transition distance is about 120 AU (see figure 5) .
As the last example, consider a gravitational wave of frequency ω and wave number k which is the travelling in the z-direction. The weak field equations can only be satisfied if
The mandatory harmonic coordinate conditions only permit metrics that are transverse and traceless, the usual helicity ±2 states and their linear combinations, the plus and cross states. For definiteness consider the wave to be polarized in the cross mode so that only h xy and h yx are not zero. The weak metric is given by h yx = h xy = −2A cos ψ, where A is the dimensionless strain and ψ = kz − ωt is the phase. The corresponding strong metric is
This metric yields a mixed stress-energy tensor,
In the case that k There the stress-energy tensor contains only quadratic terms, even when the photon is allowed to be massive.
Fortunately τ 2 1 averages to 0, so its presence should not compromise the agreement between the predictions of general relativity and the observed decrease in the orbital periods of binary pulsars. For the Hulse-Taylor pulsar, k 2 differs from ω 2 by only a part in 10 12 so the propagating corner terms are negliglibly different from the case of the massless graviton.
Yet there is a problem with the quantum mechanics. Any classical wave which obeys the dispersion relation
has a group velocity greater than the speed of light. The corresponding particle is a tachyon. The tachyon is a very unusual particle; it can decay to itself and a sufficiently light bradyon (t → t + b). As Feinberg [54] first observed, the energy threshold for this decay is
In the critical case, a tachyon, satisfying p
t , transfers all of its energy to the bradyon. Now the mass of the tachyon-graviton, m t = k 0 = 10 −25 eV, is so small that enormous energies are required to produce bradyons of ordinary mass. For instance, to produce a neutrino of mass about 1 eV requires a tachyon of energy E t 10 16 GeV. (It may not be a coincidence that this is the energy scale of Grand Unification Theories. Perhaps the tachyon-graviton has a role in seeding the universe with particles.) In any event the threshold for the particular decay t → t +γ is very much lower (E t = √ 5/2 m t if m t = m γ ). Almost any gravitational wave can decay to photons.
There are theoretical objections to a spin-2 tachyon [55] . Major theoretical developments are required to bring anything other than a scalar tachyon into the Poincaré group. But perhaps the tachyon of this proposal does not belong in this group. For a spherical wave, A ∝ 1/r, a feature which is incompatible with having an odd term linear in A in the stress-energy tensor for a plane wave. Perhaps the tachyongraviton remembers its origin and does not simply have a decay length.
In any event, I shall be very interested in whether gravitational waves last long enough to be detected on Earth. Even more interesting is whether astronomers find periodic structure with wavelengths substantially different than R 0 /20 = 425 pc.
Summary
As promised, this review has been idiosyncratic. It may help to conclude with a thoroughly conventional time-line. Table 1 shows, decade by decade, some of the most significant developments since 1775.
The current decade offers the prospect of precision cosmology. Here dark energy and dark matter supplement ordinary matter-baryons and photons-in a way that gives a concordance between measurements at modest red-shifts and at large. It may happen that soon the task of astrophysicists will be like that of the metrologist: the measurement of known quantities, such as the Hubble's constant or the angular distribution of the microwave background, to ever increasing accuracy. Alternatively, the union of gravity and quantum mechanics has yet to be made [56] . There is still time for many surprises.
